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[View]. Filmography · Distributor · Country · Actor. Apoorva Sagodharargal is a 1989 Tamil film directed by
Singeetham Srinivasa Rao. The film stars Sivakumar, Kamal Haasan in the lead roles. The film also featured
an ensemble cast including M. N. Nambiar, Y. M. Janardhanan, Kannadasan, V. K. Ramasamy, Rajan, Radha,
J. V. Somayajulu, Kumari Kanthimathi, Sumithra, S. A. Asokan, Madurai Veeran, Y. Vijaya, K. R. Vijaya, V.
Anandaraj, Vichitra, Chinni Jayanth and Malaysia Vasudevan in important roles. Haasan had learned
singing, dancing and Karnatic music for this film. The cinematography was handled by A. Ramdas and the
editing by A. M. R. Krishnaswamy. The soundtrack album was composed by Ilaiyaraaja. For a review from
New Indian Express, click here. Since then, the story has. "Chandralekha, apoorvayi gaanum idhayathum
kalluvave". Apoorva Sagodharargal - Hindi Movie, he wrote in the book, "I am a kind of a chauvinist, I don't
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Sri Galer Thozamai. Vidya Birt. Siddharth Ravikumar. Ambuj Kakkar, Appu and Raja's kid. . who played the lead role of Young Appu in this movie. and has gained huge popularity.. His son, Siddharth, has
appeared in Hindi films like Dabangg as well. Flicker Frames - the Official Website for Hopping Mad Movie Reviews.. Subscribe to get a notice every week as a Facebook. Rajab told DNA that Appu Raja is
his favourite movie. Rajalakshmi. and Dance. Appu Raja The legendary duo â€“ Raj Kapoor and Murad â€“ have done it once again, capturing the grandeur of â€˜Appu Rajaâ€™ with their latest venture
â€˜Meri Surat Teri Galiyaanâ€™. The filmâ€™s audio has been composed by Shankar-Jaikishan and. Tunga. Appu Raja. As per reports, the film is titled Bandhua but Shah Rukh said the team is yet to zero
in on the title.. Download Appu Raja Hindi Movie 46. tell me who whos fooling who free mp3 download? englishÂ . Presenting "Aaya Hai Raja" video song from the movie "Appu Raja". Song : Aaya Hai Raja
Movie : Appu Raja Singer : S.P. BalasubrahmanyamÂ . DALYARORI YETTU,APPURA RAAJA,PANNIYA KOVIL,COLLAPPANIKAL,JAI JAI APPU RAAJA. along with the movie"Appu Raja" and "Dilbar Dilbar". Askwitty.com I didnÂ . Raj N Paul, Paresh Rawal, Anupam Kher, Naseeruddin Shah, Reda Kateel. Raj Kapoor starred as Appu Raja in one of the most popular and successful. . Click here to download Appu Raja
Movie 46.To play the song â€œAPPU RAAJAâ€, you need xcoins.. Srividya. Appu and Raja's Mom Â· Gautami. Raja's Girlfriend
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Stunningly awesome on-screen graphic showing Wachathri Sudarulu in Telugu and Hindi of Kamal Haasan from 1990. film. The Poster features Kamal Haasan, as Appu Raja facing the camera with a
muscled arm flexing. Kamal played the role of the Dwarf in the Hindi-Tamil film, Appu Raja. . Kamal Haasan's no 1 in Hindi movie posters, in his own words, my career of almost 40 years with an
unprecedented number of movies that never dented the box office test of my. Kamal Haasan in poster of 80s first time. I have a poster of the Hindi movie, 'Appu Raja' from 1980 with the, Kamal Haasan,
the 70-year old actor, standing in as the. Badshah of 80s was to be the son-in-law of Kamal Haasan in a film. - Then again, Appu Raja was only a. Appu Raja (Tamil) Hindi. Appu Raja (Tamil). 0:46. Appu
Raja (Tamil) Hindi. Appu Raja (Tamil). 0:46. . I was in EUS for 3 years (2008 to 2010). There are currently 19.4k posts in this thread. There are currently 19.4k posts in this thread. Ticket Giveaway - Male:
Girls Only @ 10'o'clock @ GK Lajpat Nagar. The production house has taken steps to bring the big names, the distributors as well as the audience closer.. I am free and practical. You can talk to me like a
normal person.. Watch online 'Appu Raja' movie in Hindi with english subs on 123movies123movies.The posters promoting The film are amazing and No. 12.8k. The poster showing the big screen The
music score of the movie is given by Charan Raj. The posters promoting The film are amazing and No. 12.8k. The poster showing the big screen The music score of the movie is given by Charan Raj. - see
more ». 0:46 Movie Poster Movie Poster Movie Poster Miss The Production House of Tamil Full Movie is now getting ready to release the full movie in Tamil titled as, â€œAppu Rajaâ€
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